Optimized parallel imaging for dynamic PC-MRI with multidirectional velocity encoding.
Phase contrast MRI with multidirectional velocity encoding requires multiple acquisitions of the same k-space lines to encode the underlying velocities, which can considerably lengthen the total scan time. To reduce scan time, parallel imaging is often applied. In dynamic phase contrast MRI using standard generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions (GRAPPA), several central k-spaces for autocalibration of the reconstruction (autocalibrating signal lines (ACS)) are typically acquired, separately for each velocity direction and each cardiac timeframe, for calculating the reconstruction weights. To further accelerate data acquisition, we developed two methods, which calculated weights with a substantially reduced number of ACSl lines. The effects on image quality and flow quantification were compared to fully sampled data, standard GRAPPA, and time-interleaved sampling scheme in combination with generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisitions (TGRAPPA). The results show that the two proposed methods can clearly improve scan efficiency while maintaining image quality and accuracy of measured flow or myocardial tissue velocities. Compared to TGRAPPA, the proposed methods were more accurate in evaluating flow velocity. In conclusion, the proposed reconstruction strategies are promising for dynamic multidirectionally encoded acquisitions and can easily be implemented using the standard GRAPPA reconstruction algorithm.